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Using fractal analyses to study events allows us to capture the scale-independence of those events, that is, no matter at which level
we study a phenomenon, we should get roughly the same results because events exhibit similar structure across scales. +is is
demonstrably true in mathematical fractals but is less assured in behavioral fractals. +e current research directly tests the scale-
independence hypothesis in the behavioral domain by exploring the fractal structure of aggression, a social phenomenon
comprising events that span temporal scales fromminutes of face-to-face arguments to centuries of international armed conflicts.
Using publicly available data, we examined the temporal fractal structure of four scales of aggression: wars (very macrolevel,
worldwide data), riots (macrolevel, worldwide data), violent crimes (microlevel, data gathered from cities and towns in the United
States of America), and body movement during arguments (very microlevel, data gathered on American participants). Our results
lend mixed support to the scale-independence hypothesis and provide insight into the self-organization of human interactions.

1. Introduction

Some phenomena are fig simply not suited for typical
summary statistics such as means and standard deviations
[1]. From neurons [2] to nebulae [3] and geology [4] to
geography [5], many phenomena exhibit fractality, a phe-
nomenon where patterns recur at all spatiotemporal scales.
Fractals generated by purely mathematical processes [6]
exhibit perfect self-similarity, with patterns that recur
identically at all possible levels of observation. However,
natural fractals (e.g., coastlines, clouds, and branching of the
lungs; for review, see [7, 8]) have only rough self-similarity,
in other words, having patterns that recur in similar but not
identical ways across nearly all possible levels of observation.

+e perfect self-similarity of mathematical fractals and
the rough self-similarity of natural fractals have led to the
scale-independence hypothesis. Assuming a phenomenon is
fractal, analysis of a single spatial or temporal scale will yield
insights that apply equally to the entire fractal phenomenon

because fractals exhibit similar or identical structure across
scales [9, 10]. +is is empirically demonstrable for mathe-
matical fractals, but it is—to date—less assured for behav-
ioral fractals. While fractal analyses have been performed on
different types of events at different scales, (e.g., [11–14]), no
single study—to our knowledge—has explored a single type
of event across all feasible temporal scales of human activity.

+e current research aims to fill this gap by exploring the
fractal structure of aggression, a social phenomenon com-
prising events that span temporal scales from minutes of
face-to-face arguments to centuries of international armed
conflicts. Although any number of other social contexts
should also exhibit fractal structure, we chose aggression
because it is a measurable social phenomenon with powerful
real-world consequences that are more likely to be recorded
than events in other contexts (e.g., friendships and romantic
relationships). We examined the temporal fractal structure
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of four scales of aggression: wars (very macrolevel), riots
(macrolevel), violent crimes (microlevel), and body move-
ment during arguments (very microlevel).

2. Method

2.1. Corpus. For this study, we created a corpus of heter-
ogenous data tracking acts of aggression across four tem-
poral scales. +e data were combined from a variety of
existing sources; we describe each in greater detail below (see
Figure 1).

2.1.1. Very Macrolevel: Wars. We attempted to gather a
complete list of all recorded wars. Our operational definition
of war is organized and sustained armed conflict between
different countries or different factions within a country (i.e.,
civil war). We derived our data from Wikipedia (https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Lists_of_wars_by_date),
which has been shown in empirical and qualitative work to
be accurate, reliable, and comprehensive in areas from
political science to psychopharmacology [15–19] (however,
for a conflicting perspective on the completeness of drug
information on Wikipedia, see [20]). Wikipedia provided
the most comprehensive list we could find, with a record of
2,504 wars starting between c. 3100 BCE and 2019 CE. From
this, we derived a time series of interwar intervals from war
onset to war onset. When multiple wars began in the same
year, we divided the year evenly between them. We ignored
both the length and location of the wars. It is worth men-
tioning that there is a bias in terms of the location of
recorded wars, particularly early on the list. For example, the
first time that either modern-day North or South America
appears on the list is in 537 CE, over 300 wars into the list.
Presumably, other wars occurred on the North and South
American continents during that time, but records of those
wars were not included in our source’s list. Having said that,
even when the list is constrained to the worldwide records of
the relatively modern era (i.e., after 1000 CE), the results are
the same. +e interval scale is years.

2.1.2. Macrolevel: Riots. We attempted to gather a complete
list of all recorded riots. Our operational definition of a riot is a
spontaneous violent uprising by a crowd. +e boundary be-
tween a riot and a war is sometimes a blurry one, and on at least
one occasion, a riot became a war (i.e., the 100-hour Soccer
Wars between Honduras and El Salvador in July 1969 [21]).
Once again, Wikipedia’s list was the most comprehensive
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_riots); however, we
eliminated the first five because exact dates could not be found,
leaving us with a list of 757 events starting between 1650 CE
and 2019 CE. From this, we derived a time series of inter-riot
intervals from riot onset to riot onset. We ignored the length
and location of the riots. +e interval scale is days.

2.1.3. Microlevel: Violent Crimes. Our goal was to gather
violent crime data from at least one city or town in every
state in the United States of America. Unfortunately, we

were unable to do so, as crime statistics were not available for
every state. Our operational definition for violent crime was
person-to-person aggression with the intent to cause harm.
States across the USA categorize crimes differently, so we
utilized a list of heuristics (see Appendix A). We gathered
data from 42 states using a variety of the most reliable
methods available to us (e.g., police blotters, government
reporting sites, and Freedom of Information Act requests).
For each city or town, we gathered a minimum of 512 data
points, with a goal of 1,000 data points (range: 517–3,582
crimes per town [22]) (for some towns, records did not
extend backwards in time far enough to allow for the higher
end; for others, ample available data were provided. Rather
than truncate the series, we used all available data). +e
datasets for each city spanned real-time windows of 9–4,109
days, starting as early as Jan. 3, 2008, and ending as late as
Apr. 14, 2019. From this, we derived time series of inter-
crime-intervals from crime onset to crime onset.+e interval
scale is minutes.

Data were also collected on a number of other cities but
were removed from analysis for the following reasons: (1)
Chicago (IL), removed because the reporting timescale
(minutes) was too coarse-grained for the density of the data
(cf. a more appropriate timescale like seconds); (2) LaGrange
(GA), removed because their “violent crime” categories
included crimes that were outside of the bounds of our
heuristics; (3)Wilmore (KY), removed because all crime was
reported as occurring at midnight; (4) Lakewood (WA),
removed because all crime was reported as occurring at
midnight; (5) Seattle (WA), removed because of unexplained
time gaps in the data downloaded from the portal; (6)
Albuquerque (AZ), removed due to reporting errors in the
data downloaded from the portal; and (7) Louisville (KY),
removed because crime labels were insufficiently clear to
delineate between violent and nonviolent crime.

2.1.4. Very Microlevel: Arguments. Our smallest unit of
analysis focused on a reanalysis of publicly available
movement data from face-to-face conversations about
personally held conflicting opinions [23]. Briefly, these data
were collected on two interacting participants (largely
strangers) who held two 8-minute conversations: an affili-
ative conversation about a topic of joint interest (e.g., fa-
vorite entertainment media) and an argument about a topic
of joint disagreement identified by the experimenter via both
participants’ individual survey responses (e.g., abortion and
death penalty). During each conversation, participants wore
head-mounted accelerometers from Google Glass (Google,
Inc.;https://google.com/glass) running PsyGlass open-
source experimental software [24] (for more details—
including additional experimental conditions—see [25]).
From the continuous movement data from each individual,
we identified movement events as accelerometer activity
over the 90th percentile of movement activity (specific to
each conversation of each individual). We then derived a
time series of inter-movement-intervals from movement
onset to movement onset, for each participant in each
condition (n� 21 dyads, 42 conversations, and 84 total time
series). +e interval scale is seconds.
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2.2. Analysis. While there are a multitude of ways to
measure fractality [26], we chose to analyze all resulting time
series with detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA [27]), a
conservative method that is robust to changes in series
length and distribution ([28], but see [29]). DFA consists of
five steps. First, it removes overall trends which can over-
whelm the analysis. Second, it divides the time series into
successively smaller bins, calculating the best fit line in each
bin at each bin size.+ird, it calculates the average root mean
square (ARMS, a measure of the average error of the best fit
line) for each bin size. Fourth, it plots log(ARMS) by log(bin
size). Fifth, it calculates the linear regression of that plot; the
slope of this line is the Hurst exponent (H) for step-by-step
equations, (see [27] see Figure 2). H is a measure of the
structure of a time series. If 0.5<H< 1.0, then the time series
is fractal. +e 0.5 end of the spectrum is more random; the
1.0 end exhibits more order. Moreover, differences within
this range have been shown to have consequences for
cognition, emotion, and memory (e.g., [11, 30]). Because of

the size of the numbers involved, differences inH as small as
0.1 are considered significant, but anything smaller than that
is usually not.

2.3.Materials,Data, andCodeAvailability. All analyses were
based on publicly available data. All code and data (in-
cluding derived data; e.g., city-level Hurst exponents, ad-
ditional plots of time series, and fluctuation by bin size plots)
are openly available at https://osf.io/8qcya/.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Scale Independence. If the scale-independence hypoth-
esis is supported, we would expect a difference of less than
0.1 between the different levels of aggression in terms of their
H. As expected, Wars (Hwar � 0.743), Riots (Hriot � 0.741),
and Arguments (Hargument � 0.722, SD� 0.134) are all
roughly similar. Moreover, neither Wars nor Riots differ
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Figure 1: Complete time series for Wars and Riots, representative time series for Crime (Applewood, WI) and Argumentative/Affiliative
Conversations. Crime and Conversation samples displayed are closest to the group mean H.
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from Arguments in two single-sample two-tailed t-tests,
t(83)� 1.44, p � 0.15 and t(83)� 1.30, p � 0.20 (respec-
tively). However, Violent Crimes (mean Hcrime � 0.534,
SD� 0.12) were significantly different from all three other
levels in a series of single-sample two-tailed t-tests (vs. Wars:
t[41]� 9.94, p< 0.0001; vs. Riots: t[41]� 9.84, p< 0.0001; vs.
Arguments: t[124]� 7.16, p< 0.0001, see Figure 3).

For the arguments, we were also able to compare very
microlevel aggression events to a similar event of a different
affective character (i.e., affiliative instead of argumentative).
For the scale-independent hypothesis to hold, it has to be the
case that concordance of fractal structure is more than
coincidental (that is, if all conversations—not just those of
an aggressive nature—exhibit the same level of fractality,
which would trivialize the concordance). As expected,
affiliative conversations were significantly lower on the
fractal spectrum (Haffiliative � 0.637; SD� 0.077) than Argu-
ments, t(82)� −3.57, p � 0.001 (two-tailed).

Taken together, our results find mixed support for the
scale-independence hypothesis. +e Wars, Riots, and Ar-
guments data support the scale-independence hypothesis,
but we do not see a similar fractal structure in the Violent
Crime data.
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Figure 2: Log(fluctuation) by log(bin size) plots for Wars and Riots; representative log(fluctuation by log(bin size) plots for Crime
(Applewood, WI), and Argumentative/Affiliative Conversations. Crime and Conversation samples displayed are closest to the group mean
H.
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3.2. Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research.
While analyses of three of the four scales targeted here
support the scale-independence hypothesis, the Violent
Crime data were notably different from the others. +ere are
several not-mutually-exclusive possibilities for this. First,
violent crime is notoriously underreported [31], especially in
the United States [32]; assumingwhich crimes are reported is
unsystematic with respect to time (although they may, of
course, be systematically underreported due to other factors,
such as crime type or location), this might result in the time
series appearing to be more random. One way to address this
possibility would be to compare the fractality of violent
crime across different countries where the so-called “dark
figure of crime” is of varying levels. While such under-
reporting is notoriously difficult to estimate [33, 34],
comparisons across different municipalities may provide
insights into the impact of underreporting on fractality.

Second, as mentioned above, the sources for the violent
crime statistics were of varying quality; it is entirely possible
that low fidelity reporting resulted in skewed results. Much
like the first possibility, this could be investigated by
comparing the fractality of Violent Crime across localities
with different reporting qualities.

Finally, it may be that the scale-independence hypothesis
simply does not hold at this level of analysis. However, given
previous research has shown that many different aspects of
city life exhibit power-law scaling [35] (for more on the
connection between fractals and power-law scaling, see
[36]), we find this to be the least compelling possibility.

While the current work is able to look across scales of
human activity or behavior, we here limit our scope to a
single kind or character of human behavior. We therefore
find ourselves attempting, for the most part, to confirm a
null result, that is, identifying that there is no difference
among the fractal nature of these scales of a particular ac-
tivity. Future work could, then, examine other kinds or
characters of human behavior in order to provide com-
parisons both within and across scales but also across

behaviors. Some creativity may be needed to identify types of
behavior or activities that are as well-documented across
temporal scales as aggression is, but we think that identifying
activities that are focused on creation or affiliation may be a
particularly compelling next step.

Importantly, although the present work provides some
evidence of the scale-independence of aggression in humans,
we are unable to provide an explanation for these dynamics.
We build on a long list of related work in political science
that has demonstrated fractality in other dimensions of
international conflict, (e.g., [37–40]), and connect it to other
behavioral research at interpersonal scales. In doing so, we
see our work as one small contribution toward a more
unified theory of scale-free self-organizing dynamics that
encompasses human behavior at the individual scale, (e.g.,
[41]), and beyond.

3.3. Complexity Matching in Movement. In addition to
providing mixed evidence for the scale-independence hy-
pothesis, our study also builds on previous work on com-
plexity matching during interaction, (e.g., [42]). Not only
did affiliative and argumentative conversations differ by
overall H, participants’ fractality coupled differently in each
conversational context. For each pair, we calculated
Hdiff � |Hparticipant1 − Hparticipant2|. Hdiff was significantly
higher in the argumentative condition (M� 0.133,
SD� 0.135) than in the affiliative condition (M� 0.06,
SD� 0.057), t (40)� −2.10, p � 0.042, two tails (see Figure 4).
In other words, argument disrupts the fractal coupling of
movement, as also seen in moment-to-moment coupling of
movement [25] and fractal coupling of speech [42].

4. Conclusion

+e scale-independent hypothesis has been an implicit as-
sumption undergirding research on the fractality of human
behavior. We here provide mixed empirical evidence for
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Figure 4: Dynamics of Interaction Type. Dyads having an argumentative conversation (green bar, solid line) were significantly farther apart
in terms of the fractal structure of their movement than dyads having an affiliative conversation (yellow bar, dotted line).
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scale-independence in the temporal dynamics of human
behavior by exploring the temporal structure of acts of
aggression, uncovering evidence of scale-independence
across very macro (wars), macro (riot), and very micro
(arguments) scales but not micro (violent crime) scales. Our
findings support the validity of using fractal analyses on
human behavior to understand these phenomena across
multiple scales; however, we raise important questions about
the impact of data quality on such analyses. Although the
current work examines only one type of human behav-
ior—aggression—future work should target other kinds and
characters of human activities that are well-documented
across temporal or spatial scales to continue testing the
scale-independence hypothesis in human dynamics.

Appendix

A. Violent Crime Heuristics

We defined violent (or aggressive) crime as any crime that is
person on person with the intent to cause harm, whether that
happened in person or over the Internet. As we collected
data, we kept a list of borderline cases for consistency.

Excluded

Arson–was presumed to be committed with the intent
to damage property, not a person;
Burglary–entry without force (intent to commit)-
– excluded because only intent to commit burglary;
Child abandonment;
Crimes listed as “other” without any other
information;
Disturbing the peace (unless includes fighting);
Driving to endanger;
Endangering the welfare of a child - child abuse is
different;
Entering unlawfully, but no intimidation of owners;
For multiple offenses happening in the same incident,
count it only once;
Harassment by telephone;
Hit and runmisdemeanors (meaning hitting property
but not a person);
Interference with a public officer (unless specifies
includes violence);
Kidnapping (unless it specifies violence);
Other Sex Crimes (not commercialized)
– encompasses indecent exposure/sexual harassment,
not necessarily person-on-person violence;
Property damage (ex. beating up someone’s car);
+eft with no violent intent (theft with violent intent
is called burglary);
Unlawful possession of a weapon.

“Weapons Violations” – in data set provided by the
Philadelphia Police Department which also included data
points such as:

(i) “Aggravated Assault Firearm”

(ii) “Other Assault”
(iii) “Assault Firearm”

+erefore, it is thought that “weapons violations” in this
case included incidents of unlawful weapon possessions, not
necessarily person-on-person violence due to data set’s
distinctions.

Included

Adult and juvenile crime;
Animal abuse.

Any classification that had the parent classification of
“Assault”, “Robbery”, or “Breaking and Entering” (Which
denotes burglary).

+is includes more specific and unusual categories such
as:

(i) “Stalking Mal”
(ii) “Stalking”
(iii) “UNF Incident”
(iv) “Warr Arr Fel”
(v) “Tamper Witness”

Child Abuse
Criminal threatening/domestic violence
terrorizing
Disorderly Conduct/Fighting/Reckless Conduct
Domestic Abuse
Hit and run felony (meaning hit a person, not just

property)
Human trafficking
Road rage–although the data set did not always

specify the outcome
Sexual Assault

Detroit, Michigan police use different classifications for
criminal sexual conduct. What was included:

(i) “CSC 1st Degree” – denotes violent rape in Michigan
law, including oral, anal, and vaginal rape, and rape
by object. +is criminal sexual charge includes
penetration of any body cavity of the victim, which
differs from lower criminal sexual charges.

(ii) “CSC 2ND Degree” – denotes a sexual altercation that
involves a victim that is under the perpetrator’s
authority or care, and involves an altercation of
violence resulting in direct bodily harm to the victim.

What was excluded:

(i) “CSC 4TH Degree–Forcible Contact” – is treated in
Michigan as a misdemeanor, without an onus on a
violent intent legally, and does not involve a victim
that has been taken advantage of by a person in
authority or their care giver. +is charge does not
include bodily harm that can be included in the
heuristics of person-to-person violence.
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(ii) “CSC 3RD Degree” – denotes a sexual altercation
involving a victim underneath the perpetrator’s
authority or care, and does not involve violent bodily
harm to the victim. In other words, this differs from
CSC 2nd degree because this cannot include direct
bodily harm that could be included in the heuristics
established as person-to-person violence. +is
charge is, simply put, a charge made explicitly for
coercion cases.
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